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Resistance and Rebellion!

Long Live Free Kurdistan! Long Live Free Middle East!

The brutal murder of a young Kurdish woman was the last straw and caused an uproar. Rojhilat
Kurdistan is in revolt. The peoples of Iran are with Kurdistan. The oppressed, especially women, are
narrowing the streets against the colonialist fascist mullah regime. The peoples of Iran are shouting the
slogans “jin jiyan azadi”, “down with the dictatorship, long live freedom”. The peoples have defeated
fear.  The rebels are marching on the fascist  state forces at  the cost  of  death.  The colonial  fascist
regime’s knees are now trembling in the face of the peoples’ exploding anger. The rebels are pushing
the fascist state’s militants in the streets. With their freedom dances, women are throwing the political
islamist patriarchal rules cut out for them into the fire. The resisting people are burning down torture
centers.  The  wave  of  rebellion  is  smashing  the  dominant  reactionary  consciousness  in  Iran  and
preparing the ground for a new progressive consciousness.

The uprising that started in Rojhilat and swept across Iran showed once again that neither Iran nor
Iraq nor Syria nor Turkey can be free without Kurdistan being free. The freedom of the Middle East is
closely tied to the freedom of Kurdistan. The four parts of Kurdistan are today the source of the
struggle for political freedom of the peoples of the Middle east. Those who do not feed from this
source, who do not unite with this source, cannot win the struggle for freedom. The liberation of the
oppressed in the countries that colonized Kurdistan passes through the liberation of Kurdistan. Those
who turn their backs on the struggle for freedom in Kurdistan fall into the hands of chauvinism and
become a reserve for the ruling class of the dominant nation.

It  has  been  that  a  spark  is  enough  to  ignite  the  fire  of  rebellion.  A tremendous  anger  has
accumulated among the oppressed who can no longer tolerate colonialist fascist oppression and brutal
capitalist exploitation. This anger is a bomb ready to explode at any moment. The issue is the fuse to
ignite it. Mahsa Amini became a fuse from Rojhilat Kurdistan. There are thousands of Mahsa Amini in
our Kurdistan, armed with the consciousness of freedom. The women of Kurdistan are the vanguard
revolutionary folk heroes of our Kurdistan and the whole Middle East.

The  four  parts  have  taken sides  with  the  uprising  in  Rojhilat.  Kurdistan  is  one,  united.  This
consciousness is being steeled by the fires of rebellion. The struggle for a free Kurdistan is the lever of
our united revolutions in four parts. All revolutionaries, progressives and democrats in the four parts
must take the courage of the Rojhilat and Iranian peoples and make the world a narrow place for the
colonialist fascists and all reactionaries. All progressives of the world must shoulder the rebellion in
Rojhilat and Iran with all their forces. The revolutionary fire of Kurdistan and the Middle East is the
torch of liberation for the oppressed of the world. The oppressed all over the world must raise this
torch and light new ones.

We will destroy those who tear us apart, who oppress and exploit us.

Long live resistance, long live rebellion, long live free Kurdistan!

Long live the revolt of the Iranian peoples!

Jin jiyan azadi!


